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for coming to PennYo A Cappella’s Fall 2022 concert, 

MiniYOns: The Rise of Penn!
The motion picture phenomenon that gripped the hearts and minds of Gen-Z’s 

everywhere is now coming to Penn! Join us in Iron Gate Theater for a celebration of 
villainy, debauchery, and... BANANA! Including songs originally by artists like Taylor 
Swift, Anderson .Paak, Adele, Jay Chou, and G.E.M., our East-meets-West setlist has 

the same joyous and chaotic energy that Gru and his MiniYOns do.

THANK YOU



獨上C樓 Du Shang C Lou (Once In A Blue Moon) – 黃宣YELLOW x Mavis Fan
Soloist: Dante Lokitiyakul

Arranged by: Suzanna Wang

hi guys my name is dante and i found this song in my spotify recs one day and it just kinda 
reached out to me yknow i didnt really understand anything but it kinda slapt so i just put 
in on replay and before i knew it i was dancing in the streets and singing like a disney 
princess and everyone around me was also singing and now we’re all spontaneously 

breaking out into synchronized dance and then it was raining and it felt like i was in a movie 
and i felt really cool and handsome and awesome and jazzy and

青春頌 Qing Chun Song (Youth Anthem) – 小肥 Terence Siufay
Soloist: Justin Ng

Arranged by: Michael Tu & Christopher Chien

Originally by 許廷鏗(Alfred Hui), 青春頌, released in 2013, is considered one of the staple 
Cantonese karaoke songs in Hong Kong. The song was considered to be somewhat cliched 

with its simplistic “YOLO” / “seize-the-day” message and was initially released mainly 
targeting teenagers. However, it surprisingly rose to the top of billboards in Hong Kong, 
perhaps due to a wider audience who are reminiscing their youth through the song (our 
soloist Justin who is the youngest in the group probably falls into this category as well). 

The original version by Alfred Hui is wayyy too sadboi as if every Yo’s young soul has been 
crushed by Penn, so we picked this cover version by Siufay and Serrini that is much more 
cheerful and buoyant, hopefully to serve as a reminder that there is more in life than the job 

hunts, exams, and whatever challenges that lie immediately in front of us.

能火 Neng Huo (Zenfire) x Industry Baby – 熊仔 Kumachan x Lil Nas X
Soloist: Michael Tu

Arranged by: Michael Tu & Christopher Chien

If I’m being honest - the context for this mashup can be attributed to two things: my love 
of memes and alumnus-MD-yo Christopher Chien’s love of rap music (and Taiwan). I said 
something along the lines of “hey Chris, what would fit with this Lil Nas X song”, to which 
he immediately face palmed, said 幹, and proceeded to send me this Taiwanese rap song 

inspired by J-Cole. 

But honestly, the two songs we ended up with  - 能火/Zenfire by Kumachan, and Industry 
Baby by Lil Nas X kindaaaaa fit, and more importantly, they both kindaaaaaaaa lit. People 

loved the snippet of my rap for Jay Chou’s Mojito last year and I am a man of the people,,, so 
I hope you’re ready for like three minutes of that LOL

不如不見 Bu Ru Bu Jian (Better Not To Meet) x All Too Well 
– 陳奕迅 Eason Chan x Taylor Swift 

Soloists: Jacqueline Wu
Arranged by Jacqueline Wu & Christopher Chien

Eason Chan’s 不如不見 is a song about that regret and sadness that you feel when you 
decide to find your ex-lover from 10 years ago to catch up. A bad decision, in my opinion, 
but the song is so pretty I couldn’t resist combining it with Taylor Swift’s “All Too Well”. “All 
Too Well” is probably my favourite song from her, and it ’s also about the regret and pain 

that comes from reminiscing about an old relationship. I didn’t expect the lyrics to mashup 
together this well, and I also didn’t know that Midnights was going to be dropped when I 

started arranging, but I guess these are the hands of fate. 

情非得已 Qing Fei De Yi (Can’t Help Falling In Love With You) x Your Man 
– 庾澄慶 Harlem Yu x Josh Turner

Soloist: August Fu
Arranged by: Suzanna Wang

PennYo goes country!!!! Put on your cowboy hat 

and hear a story of someone who can’t help falling in love with their loved one in 
情非得已, and the story of Your Man who has little patience to do what he’s been thinking 

all day long.

Hello x Hello – Fei ft. Jackson Wang x Adele
Soloist: Suzanna Wang

Arranged by: Suzanna Wang

Hello. I don’t actually know why I picked either of these songs I just liked how they sound. I 
don’t even know what the Chinese song means. Real 

Newbie Medley
Soloists: Christopher Wun, Connie Pan, Cuong Nguyen, Melody Luo, Xiaoshen Ma

Arranged by: Suzanna Wang

This is Suzzy speaking here. I have a strange affinity for really really bad music, and I 
wanted to get a little chuckle out of this year’s newbie medley. I wish I had known how good 
at ballads the incoming class would be when I wrote this over the summer because now I 
feel like my arrangement has actively screwed them all over, but that’s ok. I present to you: 

the prepubescent boy medley.

INTERMISSION

PART ONE
TONIGHT’S REPERTOIRE



死了都要愛 Si Le Dou Yao Ai (Death Love) x Bohemian Rhapsody  
- 信樂團 Shin x Queen

Soloist: Tommy Hu
Arranged by Suzanna Wang

死了都要愛 (Death Love) is the single most classic Chinese belty love song by the 
Taiwanese rock band Shin. Released as a mandarin cover of the Korean original song, Love 
Over A Thousand Years, 死了都要愛 is a powerful narrative of commitment and devotion 
to love. With consecutive high Cs and high Ds, it is a challenging and very fun piece to take 
on. The other part of the medley, Bohemian Rhapsody, needs no further introduction. This 
masterpiece by the legendary Queen complements the arrangement with classic verses 

and interesting variations from Western rock.

夜機 Ye Ji (Night Flight) x City of Stars 
- 張敬軒 Hins Cheung x Ryan Gosling (La La Land)

Soloist: Geshi Yeung
Arranged by Suzanna Wang & Christopher Chien

夜機 (Night Flight) is a song by the Hong Kong-based singer Priscilla Chan released in 
1989. In it she sings about boarding a night flight alone, leaving behind her lover and their 
bygone relationship — with her voice infusing the song with faint but pervading sorrow and 
regret. In contrast, our arrangement is based on Hins Cheung’s cover of the song, which is 
a lot more upbeat and arranged in a bossa nova style. I resonated with this cover because 
it captures my ambivalent feelings of missing home while looking forward to college as 
I boarded my flight from Hong Kong to Philly. I decided to make it a mashup with city of 
stars as I think the two songs together evoke a beautiful image: as you sit alone on a flight 
and look out into the city of stars, even if past memories are fading into the darkness of the 

night, hope and excitement await.

我要我們在一起 Wo Yao Wo Men Zai Yi Qi (I Want Us To Be Together) 
x Golden Hour - 鄧紫棋 G.E.M. x JVKE

Soloist: Anna Zhang
Arranged by Anna Zhang

When sunlight turns magical, I wish we could be together in the fleeting golden hour. 我
要我們在一起 (I Want Us to be Together) is a jazz pop by Mavis Fan and is included in 
her album of the same name released in 1999. Between the three-beat rhythm and the 

descending and repetitive melodic pattern, the song narrates the reminiscence of the blast 
of love and excitement of the past, in contrast to the current blandness and tedium with 

an uncertainty – should we still be together? As we contemplate on this ineffable emotion, 
lovely memories begin to swell. I bring in JVKE’s “golden hour,” a combination of pop rap 
and Indie that articulates the magical shinny moments of romance. Suddenly, you “slow 

down time” and I travel back to “our golden hour.” We transcend beyond reality and achieve 
a surreal musical territory. At this moment, I no longer hesitate – I want us to be together. 
我要我們在一起 and “golden hour” are two marvelous songs, and I wish everyone can 

immerse in this glimmering musical world.

完美主義 Wan Mei Zhu Yi (Perfectionism) x Come Down 
- 周杰倫 Jay Chou x Anderson .Paak 

Soloist: Chardonnay Needler
Arranged by Christopher Chien

I love rap. This partnered with a The one 4 only me near annual request I hear that “Pennyo 
should do more rap,” led & to only choose from a pool of rap / hip hop. Anderson.Paak’s 
“Come Down” was a fairly melodically forward, so it would mesh well with an acappella 
sound. “完美主義 / Perfectionism by the one and only Jay Chou not only goes well, but I 
also thought the lyrics were fitting. “Come Down” is, among other things, celebratory - “it 
took too long to get this high off the ground” - whereas Jay Chou’s song describes the pain 
from a break up that puts on a show. “Perfectionism” ends in heartbreak, but “coming down” 

offers an an antidote. 

Fun fact: the opening of Paak’s song is “The “Hatikuah” (“Hope”), a poem originally penned 
by a Ukrainian poet that became Israel’s national anthem.

泡沫 Pao Mo (Bubble) x All I Ask - 鄧紫棋 G.E.M. x Adele
Soloist: Natalie Kung

Arranged by Natalie Kung & Christopher Chien

泡沫 and All I Ask are two of my favourite songs. They are both powerful ballads by two 
incredibly talented singers, G.E.M. and Adele. 泡沫 describes that just like bubbles drifting in 
air, beautiful things like love are fragile and their destruction lead to heartbreak and pain. All 
I Ask similarly expresses a bittersweet desire to hold on to the good memories of a loving 
relationship. Besides the haunting lyrics and soulful melodies, I hope that the song reminds 
us to take time to express gratitude for our loved ones and to appreciate the fleeting but 

impactful moments we have in our days.

 
玫瑰少年 Mei Gui Shao Nian (Womxnly) - 蔡依林 Jolin Tsai

Soloist: Sylvia Chen
Arranged by Sylvia Chen

玫瑰少年 is a song by Taiwanese singer Jolin Tsai. The Chinese title directly translates 
into “Rose Boy,” a term of endearment for Yeh Yung-Chih, whose death at the age of 15 
received national attention. Before his death, Yeh was bullied at school for his perceived 

effeminate behavior. His mother was critical of the outcome of the investigation of his death 
and became an LGBTQ advocate. The song’s lyrics convey that there is no established 
framework for gender identity, and the song is written over a danceable electronic beat. 
For my arrangement, I have the first part arranged based on the original version by Jolin, 
and the second part transitioned into a rock beat. I hope to empower people through this 

performance and encourage people to be their true selves.

PART TWO



Xiaoshen Ma Kevin

Our star of the show, Felonious Gru aka Connie 
Pan, are the true multifaceted queen. Despite 
being sophomore newbs, Connie take on so 
many responsibilities. Whether that is handling 
the sexy doors as Bloomers tech or finding the 
perfect mustache for Henchman 2 from a pile of 
mustaches at PAC shop, Connie put in the hard 
work to make shows come together. They would 
also switch seamlessly between alto and tenor, 
depending on where the group needs them the 
most. However, Connie have this soft side, with a 
very squish-able face and the cutest east European 
accent as Gru. They like to take the broke oldies 
to dinner, swiping them into the quaker kitchen 
on a regular basis, probably more often than the 
oldies have done for their newbie meals :( Please 
look forward to witnessing Connie’s transition into 
a successful villain at the end of this journey.

Connie Pan Gru

Born and raised in NYC, Xiaoshen ‘Kevin’ Ma 
faced a daunting challenge when her boss Gru 
was captured to the West Coast. Along with her 
best Miniyos, she set off for a long roadtrip to San 
Panpisco to master the art of Kung Fu and rescue 
their boss. Having been through such an adventure, 
it doesn’t come as a surprise that she has no issue 
adjusting to her freshman life at Penn, where she 
got bribed into PennYo with a microwave (yes, a 
microwave) by our music director and fed newbie 
meals by her fellow Miniyos once (or twice? or 
thrice? or four times? Idek) every week after joining 
the group. A true master of Kung Fu, she embodies 
all the superpowers that you would find in a Miniyo. 
Rumor has it that not only does she has an amazing 
voice, but she also radiates positivity so whoever 
is friends with her would find themselves having a 
much better quality of life.

Cuong Nguyen Bob

There are a few constants in life - death, taxes, and 
PennYo having a token frat boy in its ranks. With the 
departure of our dear alumnusyo Harrison Chen 
and no clear heir to the “throne”, hope seemed to 
be lost...
This was until, FROM LEFT FIELD, emerged 
Christopher “Stuart” Wun. Although he looks more 
like the second coming of alumnusyo Dan Lee - 
with his generic haircut, classic glasses, and bike 
that he rides around campus - we recommend you 
don’t judge a Yo by its cover. On any given night at 
1AM there’s an equal chance our man is raging at 
the Sig Ep house as he is grinding an orgo lab. the 
duality of man.  
A lover of Mario Kart, and of singing alone in 
Harnwell (to the great delight of the people he lives 
with), Chris is a real charmer and a bona-fide Loyal 
Chinese Man™. 
Side Note: Man’s looks cute as hell in his costume 
as a minion, please hype him up - yellow really is 
this man’s color.

Christopher Wun Stuart

After being banned from drinking any caffeinated 
drinks by the Student Health Services, Cuong 
knew the grind had to stop. Instead, he embarked 
on an amazing journey with his fellow MiniYons to 
retrieve the misplaced Zodiac stone (who happens 
to be our music director). To unlock the potential 
in his voice and defeat the Vicious 5, he was put 
through the trial of having to sing and choreograph 
Baby by Justin Bieber. Mayhaps not the biggest 
fan of Justin Bieber last time I checked, but Cuong 
continues to be the Yo who finds love in anything 
and everything. Get ready as he serenades you 
with a voice as sweet as his personality.

MEET THE YO’S



August Fu is only a sophomore, and yet his voice 
is nectar: 
rich, velvety, deep -
not too sweet, not too crisp, yet the perfect blend 
of both.
You can tell that August is a man by the way he 
holds himself,
by the way he confidently sits in the back of 
rehearsal,
by the way he volunteers to play Otto
(the chatterbox of the show),  
despite having no desire to be the center of 
attention.
And yet it is exactly this that makes him the loudest 
in the room -
his dominating silence, 
his mysterious aura.
Every Wednesday at 1:40PM you find yourself at 
Fagin Hall,
six feet away from him, 
butterflies in your stomach,
your attention on him, 
his on a NETS212 problem set.
But deep inside, you want him to return the favor.
Deep inside, you want his stare, through the curls 
of his chocolate hair.
Deep inside, you want him to catch a glimpse of 
you looking
Deep inside, you want him to walk up to you, 
pin you to the wall, 
and whisper in your ear 
about locking the door
and turning the lights down low.

In truth, this August exists only in the depths of my 
imagination -
but if you,
and I, 
and everyone else in this room believes,
then the August who presents himself here tonight
might just be the one I’ve described for you.

August Fu Otto

Once our youngest and now our tallest, Michael 
“Wild Knuckles” Tu is truly one of a kind. When he’s 
not figuring out marketing schedules or practicing 
his beatbox (oh yes, he beatboxes now). Michael 
can be found cooking, playing the cello at his own 
funeral and in orchestra, watching anime or saying 
hi to people he knows on Locust every 3 steps 
he takes. He does also partake in some partying 
activities, and when he does, you’ll know because 
his face turns about as red as the PennYo colors 
(FuneralYo, take notes). Anyway, look out tonight for 
his beatboxing, as well as his Kumachan and Lil 
Nas X mashup that is even more fire than his spice 
tolerance can handle. 

Michael Tu Wild Knuckles

A refugee native of Long Island, NY, the aptly-
named Melody “Belle Bottom” Luo is always an 
absolute stunner on stage with her killer winged 
eyeliner, perfect breath control, and — true to 
her role — flared pants. (Yes, we typecast.) This 
villainous head honcho’s distinctive alto voice is 
easy to pick out of a crowd, but she’s not always 
out causing mayhem. She can often be found with 
friends, exploring museums and other new and 
exciting places, all the while making her signature 
peace-sign-and-kissy-face combo and sporting 
the hand-embroidered tote bag that showcases 
just how multi-talented our newbie is. Whether in a 
fight scene or on the Iron Gate stage, we can’t wait 
to see Melody shine! 

Melody Luo Belle Bottom



Geshi (Geshdawg) Yeung is our beloved production 
chair and Tenor 2 veteran. Featured in MiniYons 
as a major supervillain, Nun-chuck, Geshi still 
comes off as the most adorable, despite attempts 
to channel his inner evilness, if he has any. When 
he’s not busy skipping rehearsals for dinner plans, 
you may find him giving opponents no mercy on 
the badminton court or getting buried deep with 
CogSci + CompSci schoolwork. Semester after 
semester, Geshi keeps on amazing us with the 
funniest concert videos as production chair. But 
beyond working miracles with cameras and Final 
Cut Pro, his reliability, leadership, and attention to 
detail spill into the Tenor 2 section as well. Word has 
it that Geshi frequents the local masseuse weekly 
to relieve back pain from carrying T2. Hence, every 
night before going to bed, members of the PennYo 
family pray that Geshi submatriculates so we may 
milk one more year of his production prowess, 
sectional leadership, and mesmerizing voice.

Geshi Yeung Nun-Chuck

This (not so old) ol’ chap is a man of culture and 
care. When not singing crisp tenor melodies 
that will tear at your heartstrings (or coding and 
consulting), you can find Justin biking around the 
city (cares about climate change), spending quality 
time with unofficial PennYo member Carmen (cares 
about being a loyal Chinese man), and claiming his 
title as a K歌之王 when Canto hits go on screen 
(cares about having a good time). 
While the British twang, spiffy dress, and Cambridge 
stories make him a connoisseur of high society, 
you’ll find that this CS Master’s student is laid 
back, easy-going, and open-minded. Not only does 
he spend his youth seeking the best, but he also 
always supports other Yos along the way.

Justin Ng Jean Clawed
As one of the members of the Vicious 6, Anna 
“Svengeance” Zhang has skated her way into 
our hearts with her beautiful voice. While her on-
screen personality may seem intimidating (look out 
for her evil laugh: mwAhAhahHhhaha), her real-life 
personality could not possibly be any sweeter. 
Either way, you’ll be blown away by her stunning 
arrangements (yasssss music major), sliced by 
her sharp eyeliner and perfect bangs (how does 
she manage to make a Minions villain look so 
Instagramable??), and shocked by the extent of her 
breath control. (Seriously! I urge you to count how 
many seconds she holds the note at the end of her 
solo). Outside of PennYo, you can find her singing 
opera (in Chinese, Italian, French — you name it, 
she’ll do it!), sporting her teddy bear jacket, and 
simply slaying 24/7.

Anna Zhang Svengeance

Dante “Stronghold” Lokitiyakul may genuinely be 
THE most antisocial social chair that PennYo has 
ever seen - never before have we seen a semester 
so packed with weekly study parties, and the one 
time that we did have a mixer with PADT Dante left 
early from the social that was being hosted in his 
own home to go study somewhere else. However, 
believe it or not, Dante continues to be the closest 
tie PennYo has to Tri Delt... so perhaps in many 
ways Dante continues to be the diversity anchor 
of this organization. Around campus, look out for 
Dante sitting in PennYo board meeting regretting 
joining board as each second passes, trying his 
best to sing without boxing the shit out of the air 
in front of him, discovering the most niche Chinese 
music on the Internet (you’ll hear it when his solo 
comes) even as one of PennYo’s only non-Chinese 
speakers, or struggling to find an AirBnB that won’t 
cause PennYo bankruptcy. Everybody sit and pray 
with us that Dante continues to submat at Penn 
literally forever and never graduates, because 
PennYo would simply not be PennYo without him.

Dante Lokitiyakul Stronghold



Just like the birthday kid in Minions, Jackie “Birthday 
Kid” Wu is a wholesome, energetic, and adorable 
child (especially when she’s high on caffeine). 
With her smaller-than-average stride length, her 
tendency to waddle, and beanie attire, Jackie is a 
cute and loveable member of PennYo. But that’s not 
all; Jackie is also PennYo’s pillar, always on top of 
her presidency game, like when she chases after 
other PennYo members to meet her deadlines, or 
when she takes care of all of us with her strong 
motherly energy. I mean, truly, this girl crochets, is 
a homebody, is really good at giving stern lectures, 
and takes care of others before herself  That aside, 
enjoy Jackie’s heartfelt rendition of two Eason Chan 
and Taylor Swift classics!

Jacqueline Wu Birthday Kid

Natalie “Master Chow” Kung may not be the 
biggest Yo but her voice is larger than life (and so 
are her kung fu skills)! One of the few Yo’s with a 
4-year tenure, Natalie’s experience gives her a 
maturity unmatched by the rest of us fools, a true 
shifu both on-screen and in person. But it comes 
as no surprise that this former President lays the 
structural foundation of our PennYo family, given 
that she studies art and architecture outside of 
PennYo too! Stay tuned for her beautiful singing 
and her arguably more beautiful HIIYAAAHHs!!

Natalie Kung Master Chow

Through his awesome acting and swaggy 
sweatpants, Tommy is able to seamlessly transition 
between being “Motorcycle Uncle” and “Henchman.” 
Ask him to show you his evil laugh! Like a princess, 
he’ll disappear at the stroke of midnight with a puff 
of smoke. Like a prince, he’ll buy you flowers and 
chicken McNuggets while singing power ballads. 
Chivalry will never die with Tommy around. While 
his inflated vocal range already seems illegal, he 
has also been perfecting his beatboxing. Don’t get 
too lost in his energetic beats though, he’ll kill you 
with the tender notes when you least expect it. Get 
ready to hear him put the “mama” in amamazing.

Tommy Hu Motorcycle Uncle / Henchman

Hi! My name is Sylvia Chen, or 陈筱霓. It is not 
xiaonic, or the M&T girl!! I’m here to introduce 
five must-knows about myself, four of which are 
true. First, everything cracks me up (haha point is 
extremely low) and I am good at passing on the joy. 
If you just look at me during rehearsal run-throughs, 
I will haha and you will hahaha and the entire group 
will render a hahahaha performance instead, so do 
not look at me. Second, I have a Persian cat and I 
post a lot on Instagram and “I want my cat to be 
here rn.” Wow, did I just quote myself? Third, UGG’s 
slippers + stockings are the best. Everyone should 
try it. Fourth, I am so so talented: I can arrange, I 
can sing beautifully, I can direct our music video, I 
can film, and I can manage $$$ for py. Last but not 
least, it is really myself writing my own bio.

Sylvia Chen Dr. Nefario / Henchman



FOR CONNIE:
Connie I love that you got all of the talent and put it to WORK! You’re incredible and I’m so 
proud of you always. - Kevin

So proud of you Connie! Go PennYo! - Gonghua

Connie Pan is Cool. - Eric

FOR ANNA:
Love U Anna! Keep enjoying music and sing out loud!!! - Amy

FOR SUZANNA:
SUZZY UR SO TALENTED!! SO DEDICATED!! best roomie <3 Love u and can’t wait to hear 
u sing wahahahaha Pennyo slayy - Sisley

YUAN BOARD LOVES SUZZY <3

FOR MICHAEL:
MICHAEL TU IS GOATED! HE TOOK MATH 240 FRESHMAN FIRST SEM #WEAPON - Bryan

FOR JACKIE:
Shout-out to the one and only JACAKWIN, as she has made sure that even I know every 
single word from the PennYo setlist :) - Lynn

Roses are red,
Violets are blue,
Jacqueline Wu,
YOU’RE SO COOL! - Justin

FOR DANTE:
He can do linear algebra, stats, and bio eng, while also being the hottest Yo? U heard that. 
Man’s a book-totin’, smooth-lookin’, song-beltin’ beast. - Robert

To our favorite premed hating math major, we love you anyway.
Sincerely,
The Premeds

Strong. Powerful. Talented. These are some of the 
words that describe Miss Suzanna Wang. After 
being in PennYo for just ONE year, she became 
everyone’s beloved music director. According to 
one fan, Miss Wang is very much a #girlboss who 
can not only create and perform, but has a beautiful 
voice, one that can make you drop to your knees. 
Have you heard her sing Jian Dan Ai yet? Her vocal 
skills not only reign supreme on tone and power, 
but also pitch. She demonstrates her abilities 
through the excellency of composing almost all 
the harmonious pieces you hear from Penn Yo, and 
she portrays her leadership capabilities by leading 
members through performance after performance. 
All her talents are signs that illustrate how godly 
she is in the realm of musical perfection!

Suzanna Wang Rocks
SHOUTOUTS

Chardonnay may not have been very present in 
Gru’s childhood, but that’s only because she is 
always out here living her splendid life. Inspiringly 
free-spirited and open to the diversity of the 
human experience, Chard decided to take one 
step further and partake in the renowned monk 
class this semester, going on a vow of silence for 
months and abiding by an ascetic lifestyle. Waking 
up at 4am each morning, Chard went months 
without using any technology or saying a single 
word during PennYo rehearsals — it is honestly a 
miracle that she is still here performing all these 
14 songs with us. While we missed listening to her 
deep political and cultural insights, her soulful alto 
voice sounds as pristine as ever. She also chose 
to do a Chinese rap song (AGAIN) — mind you, 
she rapped to Hua Chenyu’s song last year and the 
performance was so impressive that it went viral on 
Bilibili, gaining over 100K views in a few days. So 
brace yourself for another unforgettable rap from 
our now-enlightened Chardonnay!

Chardonnay Needler Marlena Gru











Schwester good job keep it up :D I'll watch 
every single one of your shows! Yayyyy

- Ton

嘉嘉嘉嘉，，話話咁咁快快又又到到年年終終大大匯匯
演演！！ 喺喺繁繁忙忙嘅嘅學學習習過過程程裏裏面面
，，有有咁咁嘅嘅演演出出節節目目機機會會用用嚟嚟
調調節節身身心心，，真真係係唔唔錯錯！！  非非常常
之之好好，， 祝祝你你演演出出順順利利！！  盼盼望望
著著早早日日到到聖聖誕誕節節  - 又又可可見見到到
我我的的乖乖孫孫女女！！

- 嫲嫲嫲嫲

     Jacqueline, 演演出出成成功功              
         GOOD SHOW!

     Mom

Mom can sing, you can sing, 
Ton can drum, all because I 
can direct 指指點點

- Dad

Our shoutout for you

Dear 
Natalie,

Have a great 
show!

We miss you!



Congratulations to Connie and PennYo
for a wonderful performance

CCoonnnniiee PPaann



STOP
you have been blessed by bandana mike

You may now continue…



A HUGE THANK YOU
to the following individuals and groups for making this show possible:

PAC 
SAC
ACK

Laurie McCall
Megan Edelman
Amanda Labonte
Sarah Outing

Iron Gate Theater Staff
Visual Sound

Christopher Chien
Walli Chen

Juliet Dempsey
Enne Kim
Bill Chen

Ashrit Challa
Jenn Deng
Jesse Zhang
Carmen Yam
Isabella Song
Angelina Yu

Sabrina Chann
Vikki Xu
Daniel Shi
Sisley Duan
Phoebe Leung
Lydia Bao

Damon Luong

Our wonderful Yolums
And of course, thank you to YOU, family and friends!



CONNECT WITH US!
Facebook: pennyo.a.cappella
Instagram: @pennyoacappella
TikTok: @pennyoacappella

YouTube: PennYo
WeChat: pennyoacappella


